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The utilization of existing resoures in distributed omputing systems with

adequate alloation of parallel appliation's omponents is not an elementary is-

sue. Suh proess onstitutes the Task Sheduling Problem whih is in general a

NP-omplete problem, and it has been explored in speialized literature. The om-

plexity of this problem has motivated the development of heuristi methods to solve

it, in whih algorithms within the list sheduling lass onstitute ommonly used me-

hanisms. However, the greedy harateristi of suh heuristis an, in many ases,

ontribute negatively on the ahievmento of the best solution. This work investiga-

tes the appliability of the integration of List Sheduling lass heuristis with searh

mehanisms based on meta-heuristis. The goal is to ombine meta-heuristis searh

power with low-omplexity of List Sheduling heuristis for generating e�ient she-

dules on distributed omputing systems, in whih resoures are heterogeneous, in

general. For this, two heuristis are proposed: HTSGA and HTSG, whih are based

on Geneti Algorithm and GRASP, respetively. The searh mehanisms implemen-

ted in suh heuristis aims to eliminate the greedy behaviour of List Sheduling

algorithm, providing new sheduling possibilities by determinating di�erent task al-

loation sequenes during the solution onstrution. Moreover, it was investigated

the possibility of adapting proposed heuristis to di�erent parallel appliation las-

ses. To validate this work, the solutions generated by the proposed heuristis were
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ompared with traditional onstrution algorithms presented in the literature and

to a meta-heuristi whih was the basis of this work. The results showed that the

proposed algorithms are robust both related to adaptability to harateristis of the

submitted instanes and to quik onvergeny to sub-optimal solutions.


